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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Michael H. Hagerty, of the city, county, and State of New York, have invented a new and improved Design for Fountain-Bottles, of which the following is a specification.

The drawing represents a perspective view of my newly-designed bottle.

Heretofore fountain-bottles have been made with flat bottoms and tops.

The leading feature of my design consists in a curved swell or projection given to that part of the bottom of the bottle where the spout or neck of the bottle is united to the body thereof, and in two raised protuberances or feet formed on the bottom of the bottle, which feet or protuberances project downward as far, or nearly as far, as does the swell aforesaid; and it further consists in two grooves formed transversely across the top of the bottle.

In the drawing, A represents the fountain-bottle, which is circular in its general contour and is provided with a spout or neck, a, projecting upward from the bottom and front of the bottle at an angle of about forty-five degrees, more or less.

B is the curved swell or projection on the bottom of the bottle, extending entirely across the said bottom laterally, but extending rearward from the bottle-front for only about one-third of the diameter of the bottle-bottom.

C C are the downward-projecting feet or protuberances, and D D are the transverse grooves formed in the top of the bottle.

Having thus fully described my invention, I claim as new and desire to secure by Letters Patent:

A design for a fountain-bottle, consisting of the bottle A, having spout a, feet C C, and top grooves, D, the spout being placed at an acute angle to the bottle and provided with a bulge, B, extending under the bottle, as shown and described.

Michael H. Hagerty.
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